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Recertification is Essential
Training is essential to stay on top of new products,
tools, and processes that are part of the growing
complexity of new OEM finishes. And as the
OEM’s continue to differentiate themselves with
more and more unique finishes, it is critical that a
painter continue to grow their skillset by becoming
recertified every 2 years. Not only does this
recertification allow a painter to stay current with
the latest Refinish techniques, but it is also
required to maintain a collision center’s
certification as well as a PPG-backed paint
guarantee.

Be ready with the Glue Pull Repair process.
Repair steel and aluminum, by gluing on a tab
and pulling the dent or crease without damaging
the OEM paint. Ask about our Keco Products
and for a demonstration from one of our sales
staff.

While it is tempting to not wear your paint suit in
the booth in an attempt to stay cool, you could be
jeopardizing a flawless finish. Cotton shirts can
trap sanding dust and other contaminants that
can track into your spray booth. Paint suits not
only protect your skin from overspray, but they
are also designed to be anti-static, repelling dirt
and other pollutants that can cause defects in
your finish, such as dirt or even cratering. ABS
offers paint suit options. Wear your paint suit and
keep your paint jobs clean and your work
productive! Ask your ABS rep for details.

PPG’s Technician Certification Program includes 5
levels: Blue, Bronze, Silver, Gold and Master
levels. When a technician follows this program and
becomes recertified every 2 years, they strengthen
their own skills while maintaining their shop’s
competitive advantage. PPG’s recertification is
now available to complete online or in a live class
taught by our ABS Distributor Tech Reps. Ask
one of our sales staff on how to get started.

All for one, and one for all. The Delfleet One® paint
system is easy to mix and apply, simple to learn, and
available in basecoat, direct gloss and matte
finishes. Ask your ABS rep for more information.

